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u 15th anniversary chair’s
report
2014 was an amazing, record breaking year for
Craggers. Our fifteenth anniversary saw us doing
more activities than ever, with even more participants.

On target!

From family expeditions, to volunteer training, to our
most well attended Adventure Camp, everything
seemed bigger. Of course, as ever, none of this
could have been done without the hard work of
our dedicated volunteers and trustees and the
financial support of the Tudor Trust and the British
Mountaineering Council.
This Annual Report will hopefully give you a taste of
what we did this year with around 30 reports testifying
to the breadth of our activities. And check out our
wonderful new website: www.craggers.org.
I am writing this at the start of the New Year and am
eagerly awaiting the first Craggers activity of 2015
to come around. The ‘festive season’ is over but for
most of our participants it has been a stressful time
and many of them have been left with additional
debts from trying to have a normal Christmas, one
like they had before the financial crash. It is testament
to the fact that any financial cushion people may
have accumulated during the ‘good times’ has long
gone; there are now one million people in the UK
relying on food banks. It has been estimated that up
to eight million people are still paying off debts from
Christmas 2013, as household incomes fell for the
third year in a row during 2014.
Shelter predicted that 93,000 children would be
homeless over Christmas. With 13 million people in
poverty it might surprise some people that the biggest
group of poor people are actually in work and renting.
And it is not only families who are suffering. One in
five working-age adults without children were also
living in poverty.
We are continually presented with obscene statistics
illustrating wealth inequality and I won’t go into them
again but increasingly people seem to be worn down
and our Adventure Camp 2014 almost appeared to
be respite care; respite from the daily humiliation
of poverty. We have always said that our activities
increase self esteem but in our 15 year existence
I have never seen people needing their self worth

reaffirming more than now. We will redouble our
efforts in 2015 to build resilience, self reliance and a
feeling of community in our participants.
When the world economy crashed in 2007/2008
there was a feeling that we were all in it together and
that those guilty for causing the problems, notably
bankers and the politicians who let them get away
with their crimes, were seen as the villains. Since
then real wages have fallen: among the lowest paid
25 per cent, pay has fallen by 40p an hour for women
and 70p an hour for men. Part time, zero hours,
minimum wage or less seems to be the norm. Public
services and benefits have been cut while salaries
and bonuses for the rich are higher than ever.
Despite church leaders opining against the treatment

of the poor, politicians and the media talk about
scroungers and benefit cheats.
As housing benefits are set to be cut yet again the
average house price in Brighton in the last quarter of
2014 has risen to 15.8% above the previous high in
November 2007; over 50% higher than the average
in the rest of England. Over the previous year prices
increased by 12.5% against a 7% increase nationally.
During the last quarter of 2014, a one-bed flat cost
£203,193 [up from £184,975 a year earlier, a 9.8%
increase]. A three-bed house would have cost
£368,144 [up from £343,383 a year earlier, a 7.2%
increase]. Assuming a 25% deposit and a mortgage
of 3.25 times earnings, a salary of £46,890 would be
required to purchase a one-bed flat and £84,956 for
a three-bed house. The cost of renting also increased
with a one-bed flat demanding a rent of £839/month
in the last quarter of 2014 compared to £811/month in
the same period in 2013.
These are merely statistics and we are bombarded
with numbers which are meaningless to most of us.
Reality is travelling into the centre of Brighton on a
cold, wet morning and seeing figures wrapped in
soggy sleeping bags curled into shop doorways. I
have never seen so many rough sleepers in all my
time in Brighton. The figures suggest that rough
sleeping has increased by 55% since 2010; this does
not include people in hostels, B&Bs or sleeping on
friends’ sofas.
No wonder our participants’ morale is at rock bottom.
In times like these early casualties are health and
fitness, many sports become unaffordable and calorie
rich food takes over from healthier alternatives,
increasing the epidemic of obesity.
As the General Election looms on the near horizon
the prospect of further, deeper, benefit caps and

cuts seem increasingly likely as none of the parties
with a chance of taking power see the plight of the
disadvantaged as a priority. The party leaders are
reluctant to say who will suffer but according to
political commentators the most likely targets are
people receiving child benefit and disability benefit.
Another seemingly easy target are young people
and attacks on them have intensified. Although
devastating for the individuals concerned it can also
be an opportunity for Craggers to do what it does
best; to support families to pull themselves out of a
downward spiral and establish a habit of taking part
in adventurous activities on a regular basis; to see
themselves as part of a larger community and to
embrace a healthy lifestyle.
2015 could be the year we reach more people than
ever before. We see, year on year, an increase in
the number of teenagers attending the Adventure
Camp and we are seeking funding for a youth worker
to assist at camp in 2015. Teenagers face more
pressure than ever before and with housing benefit
for 18 – 21 year olds due to be cut, their lives can
only deteriorate. With the additional help we aim to
offer them and their parents the opportunity to take
back control of their own lives.
This year, instead of concentrating most of our
energies on the big trips, we will be maintaining the
momentum generated at the Adventure Camp by
running at least one activity every week, whether a
walk, a climbing session or a trip. 2015 will be the
year when there will be more activities than ever so
it’s a great time to be a member of Craggers and a
fantastic opportunity for volunteers.
To recover from that information overload, get your
breath back as you read our report and share in some
of our 2014 adventures.

u Accounts 2014 – 2015

Outgoing funds
Volunteer costs
Activity and operational costs
Office and premises (including money to petty cash)
Equipment
Volunteer training
Insurance
Publicity
Memberships

370.82
10,928.82
520.00
1,866.10
3,847.23
119.40
96.72
898.90

Total

18,647.99

Incoming Funds
Grants
Membership fees
Interest
Fundraising
Donations

13,500.00
217.00
13.90
1,705.79
199.04

Total

15,635.73

Restricted reserves:		
Committed reserves:
General free reserves:

£2,003.59
£6,049.42
£2,135.73

u AMI AGM, teaching leading
indoors, climbing for all
10th – 12th January
By the time I reached the outskirts of the town I
was really cold and wet. It was all my own fault,
of course; yet another triumph of hope over
experience; I had not expected the gentle drizzle
to turn into a freezing deluge and had not put on
my waterproof trousers.
The map I had memorised, told me to turn left
over the bridge and onto a path; only there was
no path, just a sea of mud and tarns of standing
water illuminated by the feeble glow of my
depleted headtorch. At least my feet were
warm and dry in my waterproof boots. Then
my right foot sank into the mire and cold mud
oozed over the top of my boot. I felt I had
now done my penance for not attending the
Association of Mountaineering Instructors
(AMI) AGM for the previous two years.
The river Greta almost encircles Keswick
like a partially completed moat and I knew
that if I followed its sinuous tail, using it
like a handrail, it would take me close to
my destination. It would be a much longer
walk than following the path but at least
I would know where I was. The swollen
river was level with its banks and I had
to weave my way through trees and
clamber over brambles but within an hour I had
crossed the tiny suspension bridge and reached the
centre. It had taken me nine hours door to door.

Teaching
leading indoors

Derwent Hill is, like many outdoor education centres,
a rambling old building assaulted by piecemeal,
brutalist modernisation so that warm, dark oak panels
endure uneasily alongside cold, white plastic. At least
the unheated rooms had not succumbed to the usual
institutional habit of making it too hot to sleep.

We took a minibus to Keswick climbing wall and as
I am unemployed, AMI paid for my wall entry (which
was nice). The wall has been built in an old cow
shed and it was colder inside than out; our breath
condensed into clouds looking like empty cartoon
speech bubbles.

In the morning I was greeted with a beautiful view
across Derwentwater to the snow dusted fells
beyond.

The other people on the workshop were either
providers of Climbing Wall Award (CWA) training and
assessment looking to move on to providing Climbing
Wall Leader Award (CWLA) or existing CWLA
providers wanting to ensure current best practice in
their courses.

As an added incentive to attend the AGM, AMI
had put on about 30 workshops which would give
delegates Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) points. From this menu I chose the two most
useful for Craggers.

Under Mark’s guidance we assessed the facilities and
performed a risk assessment before discussing the

position of the CWLA award within climbing, its remit
and legal requirements etc. We went through various
ways of party management and communication and
then moved on to the wall fixtures and fittings before
going into various ways to teach the mechanics of
leading, starting with the four directions of clipping
runners and how we teach it. We then did problem
avoidance including back clipping, z clipping, missed
runner, poor rope position etc.

membership. It was all incredibly professional with all
the presentations, often accompanied by Powerpoint
presentations, delivered clearly. There was feedback
from the focus groups before the elections and
reports got going. After the AGM we had dinner – I
was sitting at the right table, apparently, and was
offered a few glasses of executive wine.

We covered; equipment and uses, site specific
schemes, training the trainer, participant equipment
and experience and the difference from CWA
and Single Pitch Award (SPA) in terms of falling,
knots and rope recovery etc. We then went on to
progressions from top rope to leading with traverse
clipping, left hand/right hand, clipping efficiency and
movement, ghost rope drag, ghost rope clipping,
slack top rope and finally leading. The most
important person in the system is, of course, the
belayer so we looked at the various belay devices
with different ropes, safety etc. We then did top
rope belaying, down climbing, lead belaying, belay
games/techniques and holding falls. We carried on
the discussions as we ate our lunch and then went
straight into spotting and clipping and demoed the
scary fall distances which can be achieved and clip
heights. Moving onto actual falling we identified
appropriate fall locations and fell from various
heights. We demonstrated various types of dynamic
belaying. We were running out of time and did
some visualisation, route planning, movement and
judgement stuff. It was a really full day.

A brilliant talk by Lakes legend Dave Birkett left us all
convulsed with laughter until he was finally allowed to
leave at 10.30.

We emerged to a glorious Lakeland evening. The
sun had already set but its legacy was in evidence
as if a child using fat wax crayons had been let loose
on the sky. Splodges of red, yellow and orange were
smeared on the watery horizon. While above were
forbidding bands of black on a purple backdrop.
AGM   
Before the AGM I attended one of the five focus
groups (mine was about trainees). It was a really
good turn out with 150 delegates from an 800

Lecture

Climbing for all   
Our slogan is “Adventure for All” and in the last 15
years we have tried to live up to that expectation as
well as we can and in many areas I think we have
succeeded. The only area where we have not had
much of an impact is with people with profound
disabilities.
The workshop was a revelation in many ways. We
looked at various types of disability ranging from
serious learning difficulties through to wheelchair
users. We were soon out of the classroom and on
the crag. It was a bright clear day and very cold.
We started in the Bowderstone area, first rigging
climbs so that an instructor could accompany and
help a disabled climber who was being belayed from
below. We moved venue and set up a top anchor and
lowered down a semi static rope. Next we practiced
getting a wheelchair user into a harness and then
using various types of hoist, hauling them up the
crag. We then drove out to St. Johns crag where we
set up abseil anchors and practiced accompanied
abseils with people in wheelchairs.
It was a really good day. I was inspired and motivated
to really provide Adventure for All.
I woke up in the middle of the night thinking we don’t
have to stop with climbing and abseiling; we can do
zip wires and lots of other exciting things. Watch this
space.

u Navigation Training Pts 1 & 2
19th & 21st January

Part 1 - January 19th

Part 2 - January 21st

I was feeling fidgety. There was a low angled but
really bright sun shining from a clear blue sky; and
we were doing a classroom session. I was itching to
get outside but skimping on the basics, particularly
for novices going on a winter Scotland trip for the
first time would not be a good idea. We were all very
aware of the unprecedented statistics for avalanche
deaths last year and that each statistic represented
a personal tragedy for the families left behind. Being
able to navigate independently will always give you
an edge which could save your life.

It is only a few minutes train journey from the noise
and bustle of Brighton to Hassocks station and a
short walk from there to the South Downs where we
had a full day without encountering another person.

The session started by looking at maps and what they
represented. There are lots of different types of map
in many scales e.g. 1:10,000, 1:25,000, 1:30,000,
1:50,000 and the very rarely seen these days,
1:63,360. We looked at compasses and how to
use them and then it was time to go outside.
We started by orienting the map with
the compass so that what the map is
displaying is what we are seeing
on the ground. Being able
to keep track of distance
covered is vital, particularly
in the winter mountains
where visibility could be
down to one metre; so we
counted paces and did timings.
Before long we were interpreting
contours, using tick features, catching features and
handrails to keep track of where we were.
Back to base for lunch and as it was still sunny
we went outside to go through the theory and
then practicing taking bearings and calculating
grid references. After another working tea break
we watched a BBC Scotland documentary about
last year’s avalanches. It was all very sobering. It
was decided to have a short consolidation period
for practicing the skills before heading out onto
the Downs for some more realistic training with an
emphasis on winter navigation and skills.

The three days between part one of the navigation
training and today’s practical gave us the opportunity
to do a little consolidation work but hopefully was
close enough so that everything was not forgotten.
The walk south, alongside the railway embankment,
gave us the opportunity to practice our timings and
pacings, while identifying tick features and using
catching features. Soon we saw the Jack
and Jill windmills, clearly visible in the
bright sunshine, against a clear
blue sky, on the crest of the
whale backed hill before us.
Last year our training fairly closely
replicated some of the conditions we
were likely to encounter in Scotland
as it was one of those rare years when
the Downs were covered with snow. This
year however the only white stuff was the
clasping chalk clay which pulled at our boots,
sent us skidding around and played havoc with our
pacings.
Despite the lack of snow, the sound of sheep bells
transformed the aural soundscape into that of an
alpine meadow.
We were using both the 1:25,000 and 1:50,000
maps and noted the differences in the amount of
information provided by each map.
The interval between contour lines on our maps was
5 metres (in Scotland it will be 10 metres) which
made identifying contour features on low lying ground
very difficult and the need for accurate navigation
techniques very important.
It was very cold, so when lunch time came around
we headed for a small copse and the shelter of the

skeletal winter trees. I went for a pee and noticed the
signs of badger and deer. Our seat was the trunk of a
tree, fallen many years before and now the food and
habitat for mosses, lichen and the fruiting bodies of
various types of fungi. It was the home of insects and
had been used as a toilet by a fastidious rabbit. We
shared a Thermos of coffee and talked of Scotland.
We continued to navigate, noticing discrepancies
between the map and what we could see on the
ground, while getting higher and higher up the hill
before making a precipitous traverse along a steep,
concave, scarp slope until we arrived at a lone
sentinel hawthorn. We think of the Downs as a series
of gentle rounded hills but from where we huddled,
the ground fell away from us at an angle of 55
degrees and was a realistic place to get out the rope.
For the novices in the group getting an idea of basic
ropework is essential while for those who have done
it before a recap is never wasted and gives the more

experienced members the chance to pass on their
knowledge. We practiced using an Italian Hitch to
belay a climber or to abseil. This is a great technique
for winter as the ropes are often too frozen to fit into
a belay plate and it is all too easy for cold fingers to
fumble their belay plate and drop it down the cliff.
We practiced three different ways to abseil using
only a rope (some are more comfortable, and safer,
than others). We could have done more but the short
winter day was over and we still had to navigate back
to the station. Things went very well and we made
good time; unfortunately we made a poor choice
for the last part of our route and ended up walking
along a very busy and noisy road which made an
unpleasant contrast to the rest of the day.
We arrived back at Hassocks in the dark feeling that
we had an enjoyable as well as informative day in the
hills and continued talking about the forthcoming trip
all the way back to Brighton.

u A walk on the wet and wild
side
26th January
I was looking forward to the first walk of the New
Year and was pleasantly surprised that other people
had turned out in the ‘interesting’ weather as well.
We were three adults and a very plucky four year
old. In Rottingdean the wind jostled us and made
the fabric of our waterproofs crack like the sails of a
storm tossed boat. Cold rain lashed exposed flesh
and we looked at each other for signs of insanity. But
it was exhilarating and the buffeting lessened as we
dropped down to the Undercliff.
The walk under the white cliffs was spectacular. The
tide was going out which was just as well; we would
not have been able to do the walk an hour earlier
when waves were crashing over the breakwater.
We kept up a brisk pace with the four year old
encouraging us to run and splash in the puddles. We
waded through small mountains of pebbles which
had been washed over the wall from the beach
and jumped in the eggy mounds of green brown
bladderwrack; it cracked and snapped like nature’s
bubble wrap.

Out at sea, chaos reigned as waves broke in every
direction with ragged white flumes giving definition
to the gunmetal uniformity. The marina came in sight
sooner than I expected. The closer we got, the more
dramatic it looked; like a medieval siege with the
sea assaulting the battlements of the marina, which
was looking quite vulnerable, as waves slammed
against the bastion in an explosion of white fury,
rising three times as high as the walls, spreading out
like fingers before spattering down onto the concrete.
We watched as a deep green cliff grew out of the
sea; smooth as oily marble, veined with lacy spume.
It developed a topping of foam then lurched forward
and collapsed in upon itself.
We headed for a pub to thaw out and drink coffee
and hot chocolate. Revived and with rosy cheeks and
the warmth re-entering our fingers we walked towards
Palace Pier and the end of our walk.

u Cairngorms trip: 1
February 2014

When I look back I am surprised that I put my name
down to do a winter climb in the Cairngorms. I had
not climbed before, I don't like the cold. I have very
weak arms, and the only breaks I do have are with
a child in tow.
How exciting; a bit of freedom.
If I had realised that I would
build a snow hole and sleep in
it and throw myself off a side
of the mountain, eat soggy
sandwiches under a plastic bag
in a blizzard and survive 10 days
with lads who are focused on
climbing predominantly, I might
have given it more thought. Well
life's rich tapestry and all that, the
experience certainly was........

24.2.2014

Arrival in Aviemore; met up with lads, had a super
breakfast and booked into the hostel. There was a
bit of concern when I was told
Life in the snowhole...
I would be sleeping in the lad’s
room. The receptionist must
have seen me waving my
hand and shaking my head
behind them mouthing no!
no! no! and took pity. Hurray!
I'm in the women’s part of the
hostel. We went on a beautiful
sunny walk with magnificent
views and spirits were high. That
night was my first experience of
putting on crampons.

I had just joined Craggers
climbing group after a glorious
summer camp. I was in my first
meeting and drifted off when I
heard ‘a night train to Scotland’.
‘Oh yes’ I piped up, ‘that sounds
good, I'm up for that’. The rest
I found out as I went along.
Saying that, there were clues, for
example, being given two axes
as part of the kit and a poo box
(lucky me), and when asking a
member if it was a bit like the ice
hotel and being informed ‘no you
build your own snow hole and
carry all your provisions to the
hole’. The training with a she pee
possibly could have been more
vigorous but did come in very
useful.
23.2.2014
Train journey. Best sleep ever and even got
my contact lenses in in the morning also left my bag
on the train but got it back just in time.

25.2.2014
Up early and getting good at
putting my contact lenses in
quickly – only 15 minutes.
There was a blizzard outside
and off in a van to the Cairngorm
mountain. Rain, snow and slush.
Each step was different; one
never knew if it would be a 2cm
or half metre drop. A few springs
to cross or not as it seemed, I
struggled wading through the
stream and then axe arrest.
Now, axe arrest – what a curious
activity. This entails throwing
yourself off the side of the
mountain and stopping yourself
by bringing an axe out to catch
your fall. There is head first, feet
first and left and right axe arrest
and as I had never done it before there was plenty
of practice needed. How unfortunate that no photos
were taken of this athletic advent but I think the
blizzard and the lack of visibility had something to do
with that.
Then lunch in a bothy bag with the group in close
contact on a bit of soggy heather. I think some pity
was taken or was it something I said: ‘If I don't go

back soon you will have to carry me' seemed to
generate empathy within the group and we were
allowed to return to the hostel. On return to the hostel
I stayed in the drying room – the
warmest and smelliest place in
the hostel. I was so happy to be
there. I didn't eat that night; bed
was needed. I realised I hadn't
drunk much as even training
with a she pee had not included
blizzards. My skills needed
further improvement.
I think that gives a flavour of my
training and in varying degrees
my training continued. I did go
skiing and had a day off in
Aviemore. I was chatting with
the locals telling them how I was
going to be sleeping in a snow
hole.
‘Oh’ said one old lady, ‘they
had to rescue a couple of lads
yesterday when the snow hole
fell on them but one of them was
holding on to his mobile and was
able to get a message and they
were saved’!!!!!
I did mention this to the lads but
how kind, they didn’t want to
worry me!
3/3/2014
Day of the snow hole adventure.
I packed the night before and
then packed again and then again into a bigger ruck
sack. It seemed to be fairly big weight I was carrying.
(In my diary it says ‘how the hell I am going to get this
rucksack up a mountain’) I did have to keep stopping
as the weight was ++++++ and the obligatory blizzard
didn't help. But it wasn't as bad for some reason. I
think I might have been a bit stronger and used to it.
We found a place to make a snow hole. It was good
to keep moving as the only heat that is generated is
the heat you make yourself. Therefore I was happy

to dig away. The night was coming in and we had
to complete the shelter. We made a sleeping area
that had enough room to sit up in and a kitchen
that we could all stand up in.
The great thing about a snow
hole is you can build and put
shelves wherever you want to
fairly easily, so I built a separate
kitchen bit to cook my supper.
My supper was awful and I was
lucky that the others shared
their out of date curry and pot
noodles with me. The biggest
regret was I didn't see the stars.
I had stood around too much and
cold set in so I jumped into the
sleeping bag and retrieved every
available bit of clothing to wear
inside the sleeping bag. I could
hear the others outside – no light
pollution so the constellations
were infinite (so I was told). I
could hear the exclamations from
the inside of my sleeping bag.
They came in and had a disco
to keep warm. Then we had to
seal ourselves in. I had some
candles which helped as it was
disorientating and I thought I’d
know if the oxygen runs out. It
did look pretty. I must have slept
as when I woke up it was dark.
One of the lads was awake and
put his flash light on; we were all
safe and alive. Hurray.
And then it was morning.
On the walk back to the ski station I felt fulfilled
and we discussed the difference between Type A
fun where it is instant gratification and Type B fun
where it lasts a lot longer and there’s a real sense
of achievement. I still cannot believe I did it even
whilst writing this. It certainly put a lot of things into
perspective and leaves a warm glow of Type B Fun
and triumph.
– Nicky deCourcy

u Cairngorms trip: 2
February 2014

February is easing into March and the certainty of
winter is becoming the possibility of spring.
Outside the hostel, around the bird table, life thrives.
A male pheasant practices its regal strut, all clashing
colours; its feathered train, iridescent in the morning
sun, touches the ground. A mallard duck and her
drake waddle up like an old couple on their way to
the café. A red squirrel floats from branch to branch
like a silk scarf caught in the softest of zephyrs,
before landing soundless, weightless, to sample the
droppings from the table. It’s hard to believe it feeds
on anything more substantial than air. A chough
slices in; matt black with blood red legs. Blue tits and
coal tits flitter between bush and feeder as quick as
fear. Or they blur their wings in a hummingbird hover
to feed. Larger and more forthright, chaffinches grip
the lip of the feeder and eat at will. A bullfinch swoops
and is gone. Red breast on display, a robin seems
more interested in being admired than in eating.
Behind the hostel red deer roam the grey strip of
felled firs.
Across the road, rising in soft verdancy, Scots
pine blanket the lower hills. Above them the Harris
tweed of the heather dappled foothills lead our eyes
to the main attraction; the great white whales of
the Cairngorm mountains. At first sight their milky

smoothness suggests gentleness but on closer
inspection of Coire an t-Sneachda we can see
patches of stark rocks like bared granite teeth. The
sky is blue and a smir of cloud looks like another
whale escaped from the pod.
Where the westerlies have blown snow over the
Fiacaill ridge it looks as sculpted as the cusp of
a sand dune. From this distance the scene looks
literally frozen, still and calm. But up there, in it, it is
a different story. It is a battle against wind and cold
and verticality. Calf muscles scream, thighs strain
and streamers of snot pennant from wind reddened
noses. The world is reduced to white and effort;
senses alert for signs of avalanche and the change
in texture as crampons and axes bite into snow.
It is a world of hurt and beauty and exultation and
unexpected rainbows.
In a white on white world it is a shock to see a red
grouse, like a black paper cut out against the snow.
We startle an arctic hare and it bounds off, all long
legged efficiency; a blur of white against white. A
small flock of snow buntings; a flurry of white in the
whiteness. A ptarmigan cackles as it glides in for a
landing on white feathered, insulated feet. Even the
sky is almost white as it blends with the snow.

Overnight there has been the largest snowfall of the
whole winter at this altitude. Part of the beauty of
snow is that it is ephemeral and as if to prove the
point, at seven a.m., as I sit in the conservatory, mug
of coffee in hand, it starts to melt from the glass roof
and run, noisily, in the gutters.
The environs of the bird table are busy with breakfast
guests. A pair of wood pigeons, looking very proper
in their bright white collars, peck around. The duck
and drake are back, shovelling away the snow with
their bills to get at the treats below. A pair of awkward
looking sparrows are stirred up by a sleek, orangebeaked blackbird. The finger-like branches of the
birches are gloved in snow and snow sits precariously
on bent fir branches like comical toupees.
The other Craggers are off on their snowholing
expedition but my bad knee has decreed a day of
enforced leisure.
On the beach, by the loch, amidst the prints of
humans and canines I spot the unmistakable prints of
red deer; maybe they come down to the loch to drink.
Oystercatchers cluster like a troupe of harlequins at
the edge of the water. At some invisible signal they
take chessboard flight, reflected in the surface of
water as they perform a leisurely right wheel, inches
above the loch.
There is a real sense of entering another world as
I step into the ancient wood. Colour and sound is

muted but not smell, which is rich and enveloping.
All is damp, soft and shades of green and black.
My feet sink into the forest floor which is a mattress
composed of countless years of fallen leaves and
decomposed vegetable matter. I am surrounded
be stately birch and Scots pine while branches and
whole trees rot where they have fallen, nourishing
plants and insects. The living and the dead (although
they are so full of life it is hard to see them as dead)
are covered with mosses and lichen and hardly a
square centimetre of bark is visible. The really old
trees are twisted and bulbous and festooned with
bracket fungus.
My presence had initially stilled the sound of
wildlife but after I had been sitting in silence for a
few minutes the birds started, one by one, to sing
again like an orchestra tuning up. I can differentiate
between several species but am embarrassed to
say that I could only name a few. Soon the gentle,
soothing, sounds are shattered by the rat-a-tat-tat of
a woodpecker.
As dinner time approaches I think of the snowholers
and look out of the window up to the snowy
mountains which will shelter them for the night. The
sky has taken on the colours of children’s sweets and
the Cairngorms have turned flesh pink. I am being
offered the rare sight of a perfect winter sunset. It is
like a brief, radiant smile made even more beautiful
by its brevity. I hope they are watching too.

u IOL lecture on crisis and
risk management for clubs and
organisations
11 February

Two volunteers attended a day workshop. It helped
us understand fully all the aspects of a crises and
how our organisation can support ourselves and our
club members.
Overview of the day:
XX Accidents and crises

XX Crisis communication plan
XX Breaking bad news
XX Simulations
XX Q & A
Thank you!

XX Legal Perspective
XX Planning
XX Effective Crisis communication

u Navigating the classroom
26th March

There was a good turn out for part one of the
navigation course; 10 adults and children. We could
see that it was sunny outside but as this session was
going to cover the absolute basics of navigation the
classroom was the best place for us.
Here are a few of the things we covered; different
maps for different purposes in different scales;
contours and how to interpret them; setting the map
with a compass; navigating the classroom with a
hand drawn map; taking a bearing; tricks for keeping
on track.

The session lasted for two hours which was just
about enough for everyone and was good preparation
for the next session which is to be outside. People
went away with some homework – to count how
many double paces they took to cover a hundred
metres and how many minutes it takes to walk one
kilometre.
Everyone seemed enthusiastic about the next
session.

u Portland: In sunshine and in
rain
5th – 12th April

Portland presents a forbidding aspect in the rain; sky
and sea merge into battleship grey uniformity. For the
first two days we walked sunken lanes through boot
devouring mud. On the second day we managed a
couple of desultory climbs between downpours.
And then day three explodes with a burst of
springtime sound and colour and movement. The
air thrums with the sound of red and buff tailed
bumblebees bouncing about like purposeful balls of
fluff. Rainbows of butterflies float languidly between
blossoms, tasting the nectar.
Avenues of Alexanders lead us to the climbs, their
yellow/green heads nodding in the sunshine; they
provide walking snacks for the kids, who snap their
stems and crunch them like celery; above the waves
we watch an avian dogfight as crows mob a kestrel.
After the rain everything looks clean and fresh and
new. The children eat the petals of primrose, daffodil
and dog violet; they nibble fennel and squash the
succulent leaf tips of stinging nettle between finger
and thumb before eating the resultant nutty tasting

pulp. Nearer the beach they eat rock samphire
and sea cabbage while scrambling over ammonite
encrusted boulders.
We had five days of climbing at different venues
– all within walking distance, in the sun, on bright
white limestone composed of the crushed bodies
of countless billions of sea creatures; on flowstone
which looked like melted wax and on Portland stone.
The only dark cloud cast over these sunny days
was when one of our families was abused by a
gang of youths as they walked to the shop. ‘Illegal
immigrants’ was shouted at them. It is easy to forget
that while Brighton has, to a large extent, embraced
diversity, there are still these enclaves of racism and
homophobia. Despite this one episode we had a
fantastic time.
The numbers: 17 people were booked into four
caravans – seven children and young teenagers and
ten adults.

u Sharing a free lunch
23rd April

When we were approached by the Hailsham Trust
to run some foraging days for their clients, we were
delighted. It seemed like a great way to both promote
Craggers and to help get families outdoors. Our only
worry was would we be able to find enough wild food
to make it interesting for everyone.
Becci and I did a recce the week before and
discovered that the Cuckoo Trail, which follows a
disused railway line, was accessible for buggies and
wheelchairs. Great, it was on.
The Trust would do the publicity, pay our travel
expenses and make a small donation to Craggers. I
provided them with a list of plants we might find and
we were amused to discover that, according to the
posters, we would be looking for ‘Hogwarts’. It seems
that the spellchecker (very appropriate) decided to
change hogweed into the famous, fictional wizarding
school.

budding foragers, 12 of them,
outside the Hailsham Trust
building.
There was a good range of
experience and age spread
and they all seemed excited
about the three hour planned
walk. And did we find enough
wild edibles to keep people
interested? Yes, 38 different
wild foods. We had proved
that there really is such a
thing as a free lunch.
The group went home with new knowledge and the
inspiration to find out more.
We are planning another walk in May and a couple in
September.

Weather can be all important, so it was great that the
sun decided to shine for us on the day. We met the

u Keeping Portland weird:
BMC AGM
25th – 28th April
‘Keep Portland weird’, the bumper sticker says it all
really.
It had only been a couple of weeks since the
successful Craggers family trip to the Isle and here
I was again, this time camping in the grounds of the
YHA.
When you are invited to an AGM your first reaction
is probably not to shout with excitement and punch

the air for joy even if it is the 70th anniversary year of
the British Mountaineering Council (BMC). So it was
probably with this in mind that the BMC were offering
the chance for members to climb with the UK’s top
climbers, Steve McClure and James McHaffie.
Craggers is a member of the BMC and it is important
that we provide both support and input to the
organisation.

I arrived late Friday afternoon, pitched my tent and
walked up to the Heights Hotel for the welcome
speech delivered by the BMC president, Scot Titt.
This was followed by a Portland briefing by Neal
Heames, the access rep for Portland, which covered
history, geology restrictions on certain crags because
of bird nesting and the damage done by the recent
storms.
The evening concluded with illustrated talks, by Steve
McClure and James McHaffie. The talks were really
inspirational and made us all
want to get out on the rock. I
walked back with a couple of
fellow campers and tried to sleep
as gale force winds shook my
tent.
The next morning we walked
up to the hotel for registration
followed by a Q and A with
the BMC executive. Then the
serious part of the weekend,
the AGM. It all went smoothly,
elections, accepting minutes
and accounts etc. until it came
to the proposed increase
in membership fees, which
caused plenty of debate. On
behalf of Craggers I asked why,
although there were discounts
for students and under 18s,
there were no discounts for
unemployed/unwaged people.
They said there were for individual members but they
could not give an acceptable reply as to why there
was no discount for club members.
I had made a packed lunch and ate it while watching
a fascinating demonstration on the art of bolting
climbing routes.
Some people went for a walk around the island and I
wandered off to the meeting point at the museum and
then to the Cuttings for my masterclass. The Cuttings
are actually that - the walls had been cut to allow a
train line to pass underneath; white rock on one side
and a drop to the sea on the other.
The climbs are immediately intimidating, huge white
overhanging walls, three times higher than the ones
I had done with the group a couple of weeks earlier
and much steeper and harder. We split into two
groups of six and I did my climbs under the guidance
of James. It was great but very cold and the wind
forced us to wear every item of clothing we had
brought with us. We all climbed as hard as we could
and I was surprised that I could climb harder than I
thought I could. After three hours we were all tired

and as we started to pack up at 5.30 a couple of
flakes of snow melted on my hand.
We were all ravenously hungry but had to wait at the
hotel until 7.30 and the presentation of the George
Band Award for Outstanding Voluntary Contribution,
before we could dive into the free buffet. This year's
award recipient was John Innerdale OBE, for his
services to the BMC and mountain heritage. John
made a short speech recollecting his time with
George Band and the work of the Mountain Heritage
Trust (MHT).
Satisfied after the meal and the
conversation, I left shortly after
9pm, missing out on ‘The Devil’s
Rejects’ a ‘pirate, punk, folk’
band which was providing the
evening’s entertainment.
At the door of the hotel I almost
regretted my decision to leave
as the rain hammered down.
The downpour had washed
white mud onto the very steep
footpath and transformed it into
a waterfall of what looked like
fast flowing milk.
It rained heavily throughout the
night and although the intensity
and frequency of the showers
had lessened by the morning,
we were not hopeful about
getting any climbing in. By the time we had scrambled
down to the west coast venue, under the guidance
of Steve, we were all caked in mud. This part of the
coast had been devastated by the winter’s storms.
We could see huge landslips and the base of many of
the climbs were three metres lower now.
It was all rather distracting, balancing on a steep
muddy slope, making sure that our kit and ourselves
did not tumble down to the rocks below or into the
sea.
My first, warm up climb was actually a grade harder
than I had been climbing the day before. It was
overhanging all the way which had kept the first half
of the climb dry but as the rain blew onto the rock
the good holds became rather soapy. The ropes
became muddier and heavier and our clothes wetter
and filthier as the day went on, but we had all had a
fantastic time, a great day and a wonderful weekend.
Everything had been free except the accommodation
(I chose the cheapest option – camping), so thank
you and happy anniversary BMC, long may you
continue.

u Using bushcraft
30th April

Between Tunbridge Wells and Maidstone there is
an unprepossessing patch of deciduous woodland
sandwiched between a stream on the southern edge,
the River Medway to the north, fields to the west and
an industrial estate to the east.
Along the perimeters, the rusting detritus of
agribusiness is being subsumed into the landscape. I
can just make out DANGER stencilled onto one of the
disintegrating barrels.
We are led into the trees and soon come to an open
area where a parachute canopy has been strung out
to provide shelter in case the weather turns.
We are there for an Institute of Outdoor Learning
(IOL) workshop. We were intrigued by the title of the
workshop ‘Using Bushcraft’ and we were looking
for new ideas to bring to the Craggers bushcraft
sessions, fun ways to engage both children and
adults. The workshop was intended for current
bushcraft practitioners looking for inspiration or
different ways of doing things.
There were two main instructors and we were split
into two groups so that sessions could be run in
parallel.
Session 1. After introductions we talked about
how we would structure our activities and what the
learning outcomes would be. We had an energetic
discussion led by one of the instructors, filling up a
whiteboard with key points including thoughts on risk
– perceived and actual, engagement, tailoring the
sessions but allowing flexibility. The structure should
be realistic in terms of time, aims, group knowledge
and progression. We talked about preparation and
using rolling risk assessments.
We swapped instructors and went through tool use
and maintenance including knives, axes, various
saws etc. I have to admit that I have my own tried and
tested ways of doing things which were not always
the same as the ones being shown – I will stick to my
own.
Then it was time for lunch which was a big
disappointment for vegans. Eschewing trout and

butter we were left with not very nice boiled potatoes
in a plastic cup. Actually that was not quite all as
Becci and I had a bit of a forage and came back with
nettles, ransoms and a few other bits.
After lunch we took part in perhaps the most
enjoyable part of the day, because we got to play
games (educational, of course). We did a few
exercises developing peripheral vision before the
blindfolds went on we played more games, tracking
and hunting each other and finding individual
remembered trees – great stuff and certainly games
I would love to use at the Adventure Camp to get
people tuned into the environment.
All change again and we finished off with the other
instructor on a tracking exercise.
All in all a great day and we certainly got good
pointers on incorporating bushcraft into other
sessions and learned some fantastic games.

u Going cuckoo again
30th May

It was a pleasure going back to Hailsham for the
second wild food walk for the Hailsham Trust.
Becci and I were doing the walks for free and the
Trust was making a donation to Craggers.
It had been five weeks since our last foray and we
hadn’t done a recce before this one – what would
we find of interest, would there still be enough wild
edibles to keep everyone engaged?
We met up with the foragers at the Trust building at
10am and set off to see what we could find. Again
there was a high level of knowledge amongst the
group about plants in general and we were able to
swap information.
We need not have worried about the plants
on offer. Many of the plants from the previous
month had passed their sell by date but were still
recognisable, others had come into flower making

identification easier and yet others had made their
first appearance. So we were still able to nibble as
we walked (taking care to only harvest plants above
dog peeing height) introducing people to many new
tastes. And it was not just the goodies we were able
to point out; the Cuckoo Trail harboured a surprising
amount of hemlock water dropwort, one of this
country’s most poisonous plants.
We stopped for a bite of lunch before completing the
final leg of our wild food hunt, recapping on things we
had seen and answering lots of questions.
Everyone said they had had a great time and had
learned a lot.
We will be doing more foraging expeditions in
the autumn, probably in the woods this time,
concentrating on fungi, nuts and berries. Come with
us.

u CPD in Wales
6th – 8th June

In the days preceding my trip I had watched,
with mounting trepidation, the weather forecast
for Snowdonia. Jolly orange triangles took on
sinister significance because they were the
symbols for severe weather warnings, backed
up by the words ‘heavy rain’ and ‘thunder
storms’.
Tired from the nine hour journey by public
transport I was grateful to be able to put up my
tent during a break in the rain. And although
Tremad
oc in nic
the strong wind made assembling the tent
er weath
er
difficult, at least it kept the marauding midges
at bay. I dived into the tent just as the rain
was
crashed down and pummelled the gossamer fabric
blocking the
throughout the night.
entrance to a hive which was
hidden in the foliage. As the bees became more
Damp birds welcomed the dawn at 4am, their voices
numerous and more agitated, I moved to the other
competing with the roar of the downpour.
side of the tree where it was much calmer.
Convincing myself to leave the snug confines of the
tent was not easy but I needed to meet up with the
instructor and the other two students in the Plas y
Brenin bar at 0900. It was only a 15 minute walk but
I arrived soaked to the skin. We introduced ourselves
and talked about what we wanted from the day.
We probably talked for longer than was absolutely
necessary, hoping that the rain would calm down.
In North Wales it is almost taken as read that if it is
raining in the mountains you head down to Tremadog
to go climbing.
As we pulled in next to Eric’s café the rain was, if
anything, even heavier. We quickly formulated a
plan for evacuating from the crag. If you are using
wet ropes and metalwork while high on an exposed
rockface during a lightning storm you are unlikely to
be able to concentrate on climbing.
This first day was about teaching multi pitch trad
leading. We decided to start on a route called
Hail Bebe. It is given quite a lowly grade but as it
resembled a waterfall more than a rock climb we
thought it would present quite a challenge anyway. At
the top of the first pitch we tied into an ivy festooned
tree. Where I was positioned I soon realised that I

The black sky continued to empty itself on us but the
midday thunderstorm did not materialise.
It had taken us much longer to complete the climb
than we had anticipated so after a quick bite to eat we
moved along to do Oberon, a harder grade but not
very technical. I lead all the pitches on this climb just
to speed things up.
We learned a lot, not least dealing with adverse
conditions.
One of the students gave me a lift back to the
campsite. It was 1900, quite a day.
Day two followed a similar
pattern, climbing again at
Tremadog. There was less
rain and we took on harder
grades finishing up with a
complex abseil.

u On the slate: AMI CPD
4th – 7th July

As the train pulled out of Chester station the rain
began to fall in earnest; heavy drops raced across
the window in parallel diagonals leaving silver wakes
which fragmented into sparkly droplets. I was heading
to Wales again and again the weather forecast was
dreadful.
The final part of the nine hour journey was a steep
hike in torrential rain in the company of a Hungarian
woman I had met in Bangor while waiting for the bus
to Llanberis, she was to take part in a charity event
the next day and was not sure where the campsite
was. As the road narrowed, soft trees clasped each
other overhead to form a leaky roof and in the fields
disconsolate sheep made pitiful sounds.
After I had set up my camp I went over to see if my
new friend was OK. Apparently not; she seemed to
be wearing her tent, the wet fabric wrapping round
her as she tried to insert the poles. Together we soon
had the thing set up and I went back to cook dinner
while trying to keep the wet out of my tent.
It rained throughout the night but by breakfast it had
abated. By the time I had finished eating the darkness
was lifting and the blanket of tightly spun cloud which
had obscured the far side of the valley was starting
to unravel and through the rents grey scree was
becoming visible. The cloud became sinuous wisps
of smoke revealing ziggurats of paths and terraces
which are the disused Lanberis slate mines. Between
1787 and 1969 commercial mining ravaged the
mountain. Nature, as she always will, has already
started the process of reclamation, particularly on
the lower slopes but I still shudder at the scale of the
violation. My connection with high places is visceral
so to see this mountain with its guts ripped out and
left on display wounds me. Below the shattered,
tumbled, slate lie the still waters of Llyn Padarn, a
white steamer moored on its far side.
Looking at my watch I saw that it was time to
shoulder my pack and set off for the half hour walk
down to the meeting point at Pete’s Eats. It is going
to be a beautiful day.

These two days of continuing professional
development (CPD) will concentrate on teaching big
wall climbing and MIAs using sport climbing venues.
Mark Reeves was a name I knew from guide book
reviews but it took me some time to find him in the
familiar environment of the café. I had expected there
to be a group but after cancellations I was the only
student.
After introductions we had a brief classroom session
upstairs, mainly on pedagogic theory and then it is
off to the Beacon climbing wall. By the time we arrive
it is really warm and there is a last wistful look at an
almost cloud free sky before we enter the building.
Throughout the day Mark passed on his tips and
tricks both for the arcane world of big wall climbing
and also how to teach these skills. Much of the
terminology and equipment used in big wall climbing
will be familiar to most climbers but the uses are
really different and I don’t intend writing a blow by
blow description of what we did, but in brief we went
through various ways to ascend and descend a
fixed rope, climbing using artificial means, cheating,
moving across a traverse and hauling. For the novice
it is complex but no more so than the skills needed
to perform a complicated rescue; indeed some of
the tactics and techniques are the same and as with
rescues can be broken down into blocks.

My head was buzzing as we emerged into sunshine.
We drove back to Llanberis and I treated us both to a
Georgio’s ice cream (mine a vegan, bitter chocolate)
which we ate on the high street.
I arrived back at the campsite after a sweaty,
uphill hike, more mentally than physically tired and
immediately removed my big boots and socks and
clenched my toes in the soft grass before lying down
with a contented sigh. The honey bees sang a song
of summer around me. Above me the blue sky was
sliced by swallows and the white clover enticed the
butterflies and bees with its promise of nectar and
pollen. The leaves of a moss-encrusted sycamore,
which had been incorporated into the precise chaos
of a dry stone wall, whispered as they nudged each
other. Amidst this idyll I can’t help glancing across
the lake at the quarry where the imposed geometry of
straight lines is as sure a sign of subjugation as the
slave’s iron collar.
After dinner, swallows swoop and dive, performing
barrel rolls inches above the grass and the sun is low
enough for its light to give depth to the slate workings
and I can now make out elevated, multi arched,
trackways, walls, tunnels and buildings. There is
at least the majesty of scale to its obscenity and it
now looks like a cluster of Aztec pyramids cleaving
together in hideous grey favelas.
It took a long time to get to sleep as I ran through
the big wall session again and again, rehearsing the
individual components until I could file them away
under learned and understood in my brain.
Llanberis is defined and literally overshadowed by
slate so it seemed appropriate that the ‘sport climbing
for MIA’ day should take place in the quarries. MIAs
are always being asked by clients to take them
sport climbing so it is imperative that we given the
opportunity to keep abreast of current best practice.
The sky was behaving like an indecisive Yin Yang
symbol as dark cloud displaced blue sky before the
sun burned back through the murk; a process which
repeated itself all morning. As a first timer on slate it
was great to be receiving the knowledge from Mark
who has written slate guides, put up routes and
regularly re-equips climbs which have become (or
were in the first place) unsafe.
Our first stop was Bus Stop Quarry where Mark
pointed out some interesting places people had
placed lower offs. Diffident rain drops failed to
develop into anything more serious as we discussed
safety issues and how we can minimise wear on
in-situ anchors by using our own gear when working
with groups. We talked about and practiced several
ways to thread anchors for lowering off while
remaining safe. We climbed several short routes

many of which had very high first bolts and Mark, who
is the international representative of a multinational
corporation manufacturing clip sticks, convinced me
to buy Craggers a cheat stick. We moved round to
Australia, the area I could see from the campsite,
and I could recognise features I had seen from the
other side of the valley. The size of the place is
staggering but the real surprise was seeing the high
quality of workmanship which had gone into building
the massive ramps, which up close are not a uniform
grey but shades of red, green, brown and purple. The
perfectly tessellated blocks looked as if they were
polished every day. We spoke as quietly as if we
were in a cathedral yet our voices echoed back to us
from the smooth facets of the walls. Our feet on the
broken slate made the sound of breaking ice which
had been fed into a synthesiser and amplified.
In our new venue the routes were longer and more
committing. We discussed how we would offer
clients the opportunity to redpoint routes. Some
of Marks own routes are given a trad adjectival
grade as well as a technical sport grade due to his
parsimonious use of bolts (I think he had a different
excuse) resulting in long run outs and the possibility
of cratering. The most aesthetically pleasing route
was ‘Deceptive Dyke’ an incongruous dolerite column
ripple with marble shouldering aside the slate flanking
it.
My first impression of climbing on slate was a positive
one although it took some time to come to terms with
its frictional properties. Would I now bring groups to
climb here? Definitely yes. Will my growing affection
for the medium overcome my revulsion at what has
been done to the mountain? Probably not.
A big thank you to Mark and to AMI for offering this
opportunity to learn new techniques and a method for
teaching them and to Craggers for paying for it.

u A walk in the park:
Navigation training
16th July
“What is navigation?” This may seem like a strange
question for me to ask at the start of a navigation
workshop but the variety of answers convinced
me that it was relevant. There is also frequently
confusion between navigation and navigating. When
we move around our house we are navigating but it
has become a subconscious activity, like a computer
programme running in the background. If we have
been living there for even a short time we do not say
to ourselves that to find the bathroom we turn right at
the kitchen, go up the stairs and then it is the second
door on the left but we may well give this information
to a visitor. If we need to find our way around a large
building, such as a hospital, we will need to navigate;
there may be a map at the entrance and then there
will be signposts. We can scale this up to navigating
the town where we live and then a city we do not
know or driving between cities.
There is also navigating in the air and navigating
at sea. So it is obvious that there will be different
methods of navigation in different situations. We are
all used to maps and signposts of some type and
some of us are familiar with using a compass. But for
thousands of years some indigenous peoples have
used stories and knowledge of landforms to navigate
faultlessly; no maps; no signposts. People also use
natural means of navigation using the sun, moon
and stars and indications from the environment.
So again that question “What is navigation?” At its
simplest, navigation is getting from where you are to
somewhere else.
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u A week of wonderful Welsh
rock
Snowdonia is known to be one of the wettest parts
of the country, but that didn’t stop me from being as
excited as a child visiting Disneyland for the first time.
I was exuberant just thinking about witnessing some
of the most impressive crags and landscapes in the
UK. I got there with a couple of friends on a scorching
hot Friday afternoon. We climbed a few long multipitch routes over the weekend, spent quite some time
under our tarp during the sudden bouts of torrential
rain, and splashed out on a few new goodies in the
local climbing shops.
The majority of Sunday was cloudless, beautifully
sunny but breezy, the perfect temperature for
climbing. My friends and I took advantage of this
glorious weather and climbed a fantastic route to end
the weekend on a high. Later, they dropped me off at
the Bryn Twrch campsite; we said our goodbyes, and
they left to start another week in the drudges of work
and reality. For me on the other hand, the adventure
was only just beginning. I felt the same excitement
as I stood there alone, taking in the magnificent view
from the campsite. With a vast array of scattered
mountains and rugged landscape all around me, not
to mention Mount Snowdon’s ever-impressive peak
clearly visible in the distance, I began setting up base
camp with a smile on my face.
Initially, Tony was supposed to be spending these 5
days training one of his volunteers, but he’d kindly
offered to take one other person, who’d be available
for the duration and wanted help with boosting their
climbing skills and knowledge. Upon receiving this
email, I didn’t waste any time in getting the week
off work and confirming that I would be going. I was

ecstatic at being given such an opportunity and
wanted to secure my place before he changed his
mind! Unfortunately (for him), the volunteer couldn’t
join us due to an injury, so I was to have Tony’s
expertise and time all to myself. I could not believe
my luck! I did worry that Tony might call the whole
thing off, but he assured me that he is not one to let
others down. Who wouldn’t want an excuse to stay
there anyway?
Tony had been on a CPD course that weekend,
so I wasn’t expecting him until later that evening.
There wasn’t a single tent in sight apart from Tony’s,
so I took my time in finding the best position for
my temporary abode. When I’d eventually decided
where to set up, I went about preparing dinner
whilst thinking about what was in store for me over
the coming days. When Tony arrived, we had a
lovely catch up, talked briefly about where we may
be climbing, and had a look at all the gear we had
available between us. Our itinerary was entirely
weather dependent, so we used the resources
available to us to find the best outlook in order to
plan ahead. I managed to find a reasonably optimistic
forecast, whereas Tony’s seemed to say the contrary.
We decided to go with the most positive report, but
agreed on a plan B in case the weather should take a
turn for the worst.
DAY 1:
We knew Monday was going to be a rest day, as
rain and more rain had been predicted. It made
sense anyway, as I’d been climbing for three days
prior to this, as had Tony. It had rained quite a lot in

the night, and I was concerned about whether my
tent would be able to handle another bout of it, so
we ventured off into town on a tarp hunt. Not having
much luck, I ended up buying some heavy-duty
pegs and an emergency rescue bag, which we were
hoping to somehow improvise with. We’d had quite a
pleasant afternoon despite the rain, and had certainly
made the most of our day off. After buying a couple
of vegan ice creams and enjoying them beside a
peaceful lake, we decided to go to the Slate Quarry
Museum to delve into the history of the area. After
an insightful trip to the museum, we hopped onto the
bus to Ogwen for a sneak peak of Idwal Slabs, which
was where we were hoping to climb on a dry day.
I was completely blown away by the beauty of this
crag, with Devil’s Kitchen lurking on the right, Llyn
Ogwen gleaming behind us, and a narrow but mighty
waterfall racing down the left cliff face. I couldn’t have
imagined anything more stunning in that moment if I’d
tried. After much gawping in awe and eyeing up our
potential routes, we walked back to the main road, in
the hope of catching a lift back to base camp.
Having never hitchhiked before, I followed Tony’s
lead and we walked towards a suitable hailing point.
After a mere 10-minute wait, a sleek BMW pulled
up beside us, we told the stranger where we were
heading and he said he would be passing by the
campsite, so off we went. He was there on a business
trip, which apparently wasn’t going very well. After a
brief conversation, we’d arrived at our destination, so
we stepped out and thanked him for the ride: my first
ever hitch-hiking experience was indeed a pleasant
one!
Once we’d returned, we cut up the rescue bag I’d
bought earlier that day and managed to set up a
surprisingly sturdy, makeshift tarpaulin to protect
my tent from any more rain. There was still plenty of
daylight left, so we decided to explore some boulders
in the distance that Tony vaguely remembered
climbing the last time he was there. It didn’t take us
very long to get there, the ground was steep and
overgrown, but very close to the campsite. At first
look, the main boulder looked like a bad idea to me;
it was covered in moss; the holds were there but
looked ever so slippery; and the boulder was quite
a high one too! I grumbled to Tony that I didn’t think
it was a good idea, in response, he simply told me
to live a little! I was still a bit hesitant, but loved his
enthusiasm and sense of adventure, and was secretly
intrigued too. It wasn’t as hard as it first seemed at
all. As long as you kept your balance and gripped
the greasy holds in the right way, it worked. We
topped out and scrambled down the other side to
see what else was hidden there. We found a few fun
scrambles, but it was evident that no one had been
up there for a long time, let alone bouldered.

As the sun began to set, we retrieved our boots and
proceeded to find an alternative return path. On the
way down, we tried a few edible plants that Tony
pointed out, crept around an adder basking in the
setting sun, and discovered the secret to warding off
midges! We covered our visible skin in what is known
as Bog Myrtle and almost instantly, the midges gave
up and wandered off to find someone else to bother.
Our brief visit to the top of a small hill and back
consisted of climbing hairy boulders, learning about
edible plants, enjoying a beautiful view, seeing an
adder up-close, finding the secret to repelling midges
and having plenty of giggles: Fantastic.
DAY 2:
According to the weather forecast, Tuesday was
supposed to be sunny, although it didn’t turn out this
way. We woke up to a wet, dreary sky that wasn’t
showing any signs of clearing up. So plan B it was.
The landowner had set up a small shack for campers
to use as a sheltered dining area. It wasn’t much, but
had enough in it for us to turn it into our classroom
for the day. We were going to work on theoretical
practice, looking at building anchors, escaping the
system, useful knots, assisted and unassisted hoists,
as well as other related procedures.
Thankfully, the forecast wasn’t completely wrong, as
the afternoon seemed to brighten up. We packed our
bags and made our way to the nearest crag, which
was within walking distance and quite a popular
spot for instructors. Capel Curig was safely hidden
away from the main road, with very easy access.
We decided to continue with the ‘classroom day’,
and used this area for practising gear placements,
and building proper anchors on real rock. During a
break from our lessons, as I was exploring the area, I
accidentally discovered a small area with a few routes
on it! Now Tony had climbed here before, but hadn’t
realised this was ‘that’ area. Tony concluded that he
must’ve subconsciously erased the memory from his
mind, after having a painstaking ‘falling’ experience
some years back. It had evidently triggered some
unwanted flashbacks, but he didn’t let this get in our
way. We set up the top rope and had a few practice
climbs on improving technique; I was certainly glad
that we had stumbled upon this face of the crag, and
that we were given a window of sunshine to enjoy it.
Eventually, the window began to close so we finished
up the last route and packed up to go home. Our
campsite was visible in the distance, so we attempted
finding an alternative route home, as Tony seemed
to remember there being one. We took a slightly
different trail back, but still ended up on the main road
for the remainder of the walk. It had turned out to be a
very productive day, and ended on a good note. Tony
had even enjoyed the climbing, and was able to get

closure from his distressing previous experience, and
finally put it to rest. On the way home, as the showers
started again, we took refuge at the local climbers’
café for a well-deserved hot drink.
DAY 3:
Wednesday morning was an absolute winner, the
weather was perfect and we were raring to go.
We had a swift breakfast, packed our bags and
hitchhiked with a lovely lady who had only stopped
because she saw our climbing helmets and knew
we’d be okay (note to self: always attach climbing
helmet on outside of bag, when trying to hitchhike)!
She dropped us off in Ogwen, at the start of the path
towards Idwal Slabs, and off we went. We started
by climbing ‘Hope’ a fabulous 3-star, 5 pitch route
given VD, of which I lead
the last pitch, and followed
this with ‘Lazarus’ at the
top. A pleasant 2-pitch route
awarded one star and S
grade, which I also lead.
The descent was quite
precarious in comparison to
the climbing, with a steep
and narrow route, leading
to an optional abseil point.
We decided to down-climb
rather than abseil, as I went
first and felt confident enough
to scramble down using
the holds available. Once
we’d almost reached the bottom, we sat next to the
waterfall to reorganise our gear, have a quick snack
and admire the breathtaking view.
By the end of the day, I was undoubtedly blown away
by what I’d experienced and we nattered about it
all the way to a suitable hitchhiking point. Along the
way, Tony pointed out a beautiful little plant, which
he suspected to be an orchid, but was unsure. This
later turned out to be a Marsh Orchid! Today had
been an extremely long day, with a very early start;
surprisingly, we’d managed to pack in a whopping
11.5 hours of activity! Due to this late finish, we’d
missed the main rush of drivers going home from
work, and had to wait considerably longer than usual
to finally get a lift.
DAY 4:
Another beautiful morning got us off to a flying start,
we managed to get a lift with a friendly gentleman
who was a frequent hillwalker in the area. He dropped
us off in Ogwen near the path for Clogwyn Bochlwyd.
We reached the base of the crag and started setting
up. Once we were ready to go and Tony was flicking

through the guidebook to decide on a warm up route,
I sat on a boulder and took in the spectacular scenery
around us, it was magical…and we had the whole
crag to ourselves! Although a few other climbers did
join us later on…
We started with the enjoyable ‘Two Pitch Route’,
which was actually a 1-pitch route with 2 stars and
had been given a Severe 4a grade. I went on to lead
‘Chimney Climb’, a Severe graded route, also with 2
stars. This was in fact a 2-pitch route but we climbed
it all in one. I found the crux extremely challenging as
there was one tricky move to get over the chimney,
which could only be done in one way without making
it extremely hard for yourself, but it was quite a scary
move! It took me a quite a while to pluck up the
courage and make this move, but once I’d done it the
rest was fine. I’d conquered
the route. For the last climb
of the day and of the trip, we
chose ‘Marble Slab’, a onetricky-move HS 4b.
After the difficulty we had
the day before with getting
a lift home, we agreed to
leave a little earlier this time.
Although, a couple of other
climbers had offered to give
us a lift if we were still waiting
when they got there, we’d
managed to catch a couple
of hillwalkers heading back to
the car park.
Once we were back at base camp, I went about
packing my belongings, as I had to go home first
thing Friday morning, to return the rope I’d borrowed
from a friend who needed it back for the weekend.
After we’d finished dinner and sorted all the
equipment, we sat down to enjoy the last evening
amongst our glorious surroundings. We reminisced
on our various mini-adventures, whilst I updated my
notes and Tony helped summarise everything he’d
taught me.
I never thought there would be so much that we
could pack into a few days and make our time count.
Despite the rain, Tony had ensured that we were
always doing something enjoyable, educational,
challenging or active. From leading trad climbs, to
foraging for edible plants, to the perfect hitchhike! I
even learnt a little about Welsh pronunciation and
some of the basic rules. This was truly a week of
learning, productivity, putting theory into practice,
pushing boundaries, challenging myself, and allround enjoyment whatever the weather. Thank you
Tony, for making my first experience of North Wales
so special.

u Forest adventures:
Blackland Farm adventure
camp, August 2014
It was far too noisy to sleep; driving rain battered the
gossamer thin nylon; the wind bent the tent poles and
cracked the fabric like a whip.
Somehow I did manage to sleep and by the time I
woke the intensity of the storm had lessened to such
an extent that I could make out the reassuring sounds
of people preparing breakfast for the camp. They
deserve a medal, I thought.
Our adventurers really are a hardy lot; rain, mud
and the late night revels of teenagers did nothing to
dampen the spirits of the fifty people who had come
to the Ashdown Forest to celebrate fifteen years of
the Craggers Adventure Camp.
It didn’t rain all the time and we spent one day in
glorious sunshine climbing at Stone Farm Rocks. The
Weald has a complex geology; from the chalk and
flint of the coast and South Downs to the weathersculpted sandstone of the outcrops where we climb.
The rock is very soft so we can’t use traditional
methods of protecting climbs on the lead or placing
bolts; we have to run the rope from the top of the
climb taking care that the rope does not saw away at
the rock.
We made a big purchase this year; a Coleman
Event Shelter which during the bad weather served
as classroom, food prep area, dining room and
emergency bedroom. We had to rearrange some
activities but managed to do most of the things we
wanted or substituted things which were just as much
fun.
We have not had a serious accident at camp and to
guard against having one this year we did rigorous
training in safely using saws, axes, hatchets and
knives.
Abseiling in the rain added an extra element to an
already exciting activity.
Your heart starts to beat faster as you ascend the
Zip Wire ladder, when you stand on the small seven
metre high platform being connected to a pulley, your
legs start to wobble and as you stand with your toes

on the edge waiting for the command to GO! you
wonder why you decided to do such a silly thing in the
first place. You launch into space and it is fantastic;
zooming down the wire towards a rapidly approaching
tree. You want to get right back up to do it again.
Budding Robin Hoods had a great time during the
Archery session.
The Tunnels are intersecting plastic tubes buried
underground. Everyone uses the same entrance but
can decide on which exit to emerge from; the closest
ones have a low score, the score increases with
distance and complexity. Two teams compete to get
the highest score and have to make tactical decisions
about how to do it.

It is very dark in the tunnels and it is not long before
everyone is completely covered in mud.
Climbing up the swaying telegraph pole is unnerving
enough and seems to go on forever. Eventually you
arrive at the tiny platform of the Perch and are faced
with leaping for
the trapeze which
seems impossibly
distant. But you leap
and catch the bar –
relief – but then you
have to let go and
be lowered to the
ground.
The Crate
Challenge is another
team game where
pairs of people have
to build two towers
of milk crates adding
to one while standing on the other and then moving
over. Other members of the team pass up crates and
belay the climbers; the process continues until they
can’t balance any longer and the towers collapse and
the climbers are lowered to the ground.
We had a great wide game, in the dark, based on
the film Frozen. It involved lots of running around
following clues.
There were lots of ad hoc football games and water
fights.
We did a foraging walk and realised just how many
edible and medicinal plants are available.
The kids were really excited to walk to the Bluebell
Railway to see the steam train emerging from the
tunnel.
In the event shelter classroom and between showers,
outside, there were several sessions grouped under
the broad heading of Bushcraft.
Knife sharpening was demystified with a
demonstration of how to sharpen using various
Japanese water stones, finding the correct angle for

sharpening; the differing properties of various steels;
stropping the knife to remove the burr and polishing
and protecting the blade.
We made attractive survival bracelets with parachute
cord, incorporating compasses and whistles.
We made cordage
from nettles and
carved jewellery
from various types
of wood from the
forest; beads from
elder and pendants
from silver birch.
We carved spoons,
made wooden
flowers and feather
sticks and learned
various ways to
make fire including
using fire steels and making fire by friction with bow
drills and hand drills.
On the last day the kids had a big treasure hunt.
Our adventurers all pitched in to collect firewood,
fetch water, cook meals, keep the camp tidy and help
out their fellow campers.
The volunteers did a fantastic job in sometimes trying
conditions to ensure that the camp ran as smoothly
as possible; not always an easy task as campers
ranged in age from a baby a couple of months old
to people in their sixties. We had a larger number
of lively teenagers than ever before and it was
sometimes a challenge to keep them engaged.
We had some new volunteers this year who
performed magnificently in difficult conditions.
So fifteen years of Craggers and more people than
ever want/need our Adventure Camps. Where will we
go from here?

u Blackland Farm adventure
camp, August 2014:
Feedback from families
1. What did you hope to achieve on this trip?
Being social with other people.
To have fun, enjoy myself and meet new people. Also
to do things.
To be outside, to enjoy new activities. To improve
climbing skills, to meet new people, to get my child to
have more freedom outside.
To join in
Pass a good time in contact with nature doing sporty
activities and meet new people together with existing
friends
My son to integrate with different children and ages
and to be ’brave’ and overcome fears.

Climbing, walking to the train, craftwork, archery. My
child doing the show with other children which they
organised themselves, zip wire, perch and archery,
animal noises game, making a hut in the wild wood
and crossing the river.

Archery and playing with lots of kids.

Archery.

Enjoying fresh air and exercise and community.

Taking a walk to Sharpethorne.

Fun and relaxation.

The activities.

2. Have you achieved these goals?

4. How was the communal camping experience?

Everyone says YES!!!!!

Friendship and conviviality.

Except one – Partly achieved goals but had sleep
interrupted by noise.

Good.

3. What have been the best bits of adventure
camp for you and/or your children?
New experiences with Tony.
Meeting people.
Chopping up pallets, axing large amounts of wood,
loved abseiling, walking in the rain in the wood,
cooking with different people, meeting new people.
That I got higher on the crate challenge.
Shared meal.

Mainly good, enjoyed it. However there was some
bad behaviour from teenagers.
Good. Only stayed one night.
We were often at different points and especially in the
night, some teenagers disrupting behaviour = noise,
swearing, dirtiness.
I enjoyed it. Would be good to make the older
children more involved.
OK but think older kids (12 and over) would have
profited from being on the rota with the adults.

7. Would you be interested in coming to an
Adventure Camp at Easter time?
Yeses and maybes.
8. How can we improve Adventure Camp?
More inclusion for 12 to 15 years age group.
Do different things each year.
Learn the skills to manage teens effectively.
Get the teens to help more.
I found it challenging as some people behaved
disrespectfully i.e. shouting and swearing.
5. Have you tried anything new this trip? If so
would you do it again?

Sunshine all the time
A drying room.

Climbing, perch, archery.

Advertise bus times, cost for people who want to join
later, spare tents for people coming without a tent.

No we do the same things every year.

Set clear rules and stick to them.

Tunnels were scary and good fun with everyone
giving it a try. Probably wouldn’t do it again.

Fewer children to responsible adults.

All the activities except zip wire. Yes, though would
be happy to deepen some of them.
Yes yes!

More team work.
Integrate the older youth and empower them, though
appreciate hard if parents don’t involve them more.
Integrate teenagers into the camp duties.

Tried out proper rainproofs –definitely worthwhile!
I have climbed before but it was inspiring.
6. Which of the following have you and/or your
family gained this camp:
Increased self-confidence

x5

Learned new skills 		

x7

Tried new things 		

x6

Made new friends 		

x7

Anything else?
We can find peace with other people.
Have fun.
Making fire with wet wood.
Thank you Craggers – appreciate all your time and
effort.
Learnt more French!! And how Craggers works.

Following through with consequences of
unacceptable behaviour.
9. Gender

Age (years)

F					

60

F					

12

F					

51

M					

48

F					

48

F					

45

M					

7

F					

54

F					

13

u Wild food foraging walks,
Hailsham
September 2014
In partnership with the Hailsham Trust, Craggers
led two more wild food foraging walks as part of the
Autumn Walking festival in Hailsham, East Sussex.

from the Russula group. The most exciting find was
during a bit of ‘off road’ near the lake where we saw
copious hedgehog fungus which is edible.

On both days we had beautiful golden Autumnal sun.
The gentle light brought out all the emerging beauty
of the woodland as the autumn colours started to
blaze.

As we came round the lake, lots of hips and haws
were visible. Also sloes were emerging, which later
can be harvested to season alcoholic drinks.

After a recce trip, we chose a wood called Robin Post
Wood near Hailsham which had easy access and
terrain, while also providing different kinds of habitat.
It is an amalgamation of different woods – Wilmington
Wood and Abbots Wood – depending where you are,
with a lake in the middle. The main trail going through
this wood is the Robin Post Trail, but there all sorts of
side paths that enabled us to walk in a huge circle.
We were joined by up to 10 people
each day with ages ranging
from 6 to over 60 years old. The
children were particularly keen
customers, running about all
over the place an enjoying the
adventure and freedom of the
woods.
The walk started by nettle
foraging and a demonstration
of how to make cordage. Then
we set off up the Robin Post
Trail, stopping to recognise
various greens at ground
level which are edible (like
watercress) and also to
recognise beech trees and
oak trees and look at the
beech nuts and acorns.

Tony had some fun setting fire to some natural tinder
with kids which sparked up in a dramatic fashion –
the children loved it!
It was then time to complete the circle and head back
down the Robin Post Trail to the cars. Three hours
had gone by without anyone noticing, just being
neatly punctuated by calls of, “Oooh what’s this?”
Thanks to everyone who came for all the energy and
curiosity.
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u Archery
training

u Cornwall
adventure: 1
25th Oct – 1st Nov

Craggers just paid for me to renew my Archery
Leader qualification.
I originally did the Archery Leader training in 2007
and the system has now changed with the general
modernisation of the Grand National Archery Society
(which has now rebranded itself as Archery GB)
so that you can now renew online via a system
something like the driving theory test, without having
to repeat the original 4 day long course.
Also I am no longer an 'Archery Leader' but now an
'Archery Instructor', although this is merely a change
in name.
The qualification covers safely running sessions,
making them appropriate to different groups of
people, using different equipment for different people,
setting out and organising the range for an archery
session, how to coach people to shoot better, how
to care for the equipment and identify damaged kit
among a load of other stuff.
Thanks to Craggers for paying for me to be able
to keep this qualification which enables me to lead
archery sessions for children and families during our
annual adventure camp.
– Andrew

Malcolm’s report
Craggers booked us into a great activity centre high
above the Tamar Valley. Everyday we made an early
start to cover training or get out early for the day’s
activity on Dartmoor. The training was essential and
we covered all aspects of trad climbing, we also
covered wearing the right clothing and the dangers
of exposure, navigating with OS maps and using
compasses.
We had a very good day navigating in thick fog on
the moor. We were able to navigate to quite small
features in the landscape like an abandoned tinner's
hut next to a shallow stream and bog, and hut circles
around the base of a Tor. Tony led a wild food walk
along the Tamar and we learned a lot as we enjoyed
exploring the countryside around our base for the
week.
There is always a lot to learn and Craggers have
huge experience in making adventure possible, both
in the generous sharing of knowledge and the loan of
the equipment that makes the activities possible.
We had two good climbing sessions in very different
weather conditions. I managed two climbs and
mostly successfully managed to retrieve gear
placed by the lead climber. The second day at the
Dewerstone in sunshine and next to a river was the
highest I have yet climbed. Tony, Becci and Andrew
were very good at encouraging full participation
so you are more involved in the preparation and
conclusion of the activity. We were not there to
just climb and as a consequence you do get a
fuller picture of what is involved. I have done small
amounts of climbing and was completely new to trad
climbing.
We had some time off to explore Tavistock. We
spent a couple of hours looking at stone rows
and a standing stone before adjourning to a
large empty moorland pub. Evenings were mostly
spent eating and preparing for the next day. All done
in the relaxed and convivial large shared dining room.
We had a good Halloween party on the last night.

u Cornwall
adventure: 2
Hélène’s report
We had had three weekly training sessions at the
huge new climbing wall at Withdean Sports Centre
in October before we left on Saturday the 25th,
travelling all day to Gunnislake, Cornwall, very near
Devon where in fact we did most of the climbing.
Training days
Tony had already advised us to watch some ‘getting
to climb’ basics on http://tv.thebmc.co.uk/ .
In Withdean Centre, Becci and Alice taught us
under Tony’s supervision and we were teaching and
checking each others in the Craggers way to enhance
your learning by teaching others.
The first thing was to learn how to belay a climber, in
other terms to assure the safety of a climbing climber.
The key steps are:
1 - Both climber and belayer put their harness on (a
quick way to remember where we put our legs is to
make sure that the name of the harness’ make on the
waist and leg loops is on the backside).
2 - The climber attaches the rope to the harness
(Making a figure-of-eight + passing the end of the
rope in the waist belt and the leg loops + rethreading
it along the figure-of-eight knot + finishing it off with a
stopper knot).
3 - The belayer threads the loop of rope through a
belay device making sure to understand its shape
when passing the rope over the grooves + pass the
loop into a carabiner carefully closed.
4 - The belayer tells the climber “Climb when ready”
and the climber answers “Climbing!”.
5 - The belayer has both hands on the rope while
accompanying the move of the rope upwards with the
external hand directed towards the ground in order to
avoid a sudden move caused by a fall. The belayer
pays constant attention to the moves of the climber,
making sure the rope is tensed as a slight smile to

support an eventual short fall rather than too tight and
preventing the climber to move easily.
On the side of the climber, a key point I understood
in the training is that we climb with our legs pushing
and our arms stretching under the weight of our body
- and quickly pulling - rather than always pulling with
tensed muscles. Climbing felt much less tiring after
that. I really identified with monkeys!
Apart from that, we learnt how to tie a clove hitch to
anchors attached to the wall by a previous climber.
You are supposed to undo them as you are climbing
and after attaching to the next anchor.
Abseiling is going down after a climb. The belayer
asks again “Ready” and the climber says “ready”.
When abseiling we need to stay face to the wall and
push gently with our legs in a regular bouncing way.
At Becci’s one evening, we learned how to make out
of a piece of ordinary cord a little accessory that can

be useful on different occasions: it is called a Prussik
loop and is made with a double fisherman’s knot.
We also discovered there was a self-belaying rope
(only one) in the Withdean Sports Centre with which
you can climb alone as it is constantly pulling under
the ground mechanically with a kind of elasticity. It is
fun!
The trip
On the Saturday evening, our little group (Tony,
Becci, Malcolm, my daughter Juline – age 7 and
the only child of the group! – and me) spoke
about hypothermia in relation to the need to wear
underwear (in wool or breathing synthetic material)
that don’t stay wet when we sweat, like cotton.
This danger of the body getting too cold leading
to dysfunctions of the brain and possibly to death
made me anxious and troubled my sleep. I realised
afterwards that I didn’t need to be so worried as
finally we had a mixture of underwear – not all in
cotton! I was also used to listen to my body and play
with different layers to monitor the passage of air so
that the first layers dry easily. I could pass that onto
my daughter. I paid more attention that we listen to
our thirst and bring and drink enough water.
Sunday the 26th
Our driver Becci needed to rest after the long drive of
the day before. So it was decided to take it easy as it
was also quite misty.
In the morning we discovered the colourful climbing
wall of the Delaware Outdoor Education Centre

(where we slept on comfy mattress 1 or 2 per
dormitories of 8 people), specially designed for
children.
We trained in climbing, belaying, coiling a rope and
taking care of the precious tool (not to say being) by
checking the smoothness of its sheath (rolling it all
along between our fingers), using special bags to
carry them and putting them on the ground to prevent
mud, sand, water to damage it.
In the afternoon, we had a fantastic walk in the local
wood though the mist was still there. We discovered
wild plants we could eat, like navel wart, hairy
bittercress (I put some in the salad in the evening),
fuschia fruits, wood sorrel…
We found a pixie head shaped geo-cache hidden
at the base of a trunk and wrote in it the date of the
day on a little list following the example of previous
people. A geo-cache is a small waterproof treasure
box hidden and normally locatable through a GPS
enabled device.
All along the walk, we collected so many chestnuts
besides noticing various kinds of mushrooms that
Juline called the walk the Chestnuts walk and we had
a chestnuts dinner.
Monday the 27th
It is in a surrealist way that after half-an-hour car
ride we discovered the Sheep’s Tor where we were
supposed to experience a first climb.

Not only a thick fog surrounded the van but it had
started to rain. It was particularly dramatic, following
leaders regularly disappearing, to climb a flat slope
making sure not to fall on one of the numerous grey
little rocks. They were though surrounded by an also
visible (from the height of our head) attractively green
comfy moss you would dream of for a hut carpet. We
could also feel as in a dream when the silhouette
of a sheep or a pony showed as still as the stones
between two veils of mist. It made huge the sudden
appearing of the Sheep’s Tor out of the fog all the
more impressive it seemed to surge out of nowhere.
It looked as solid as ancient with its roundish square
angles.
The rain stopped then came back and poured more
and more water over our waterproof suits which were
also making a crumpling noise under the pressure of
a regular wind getting stronger and stronger.
I really understood then the need of waterproof suits,
shoes and gaiters to cope with any British weather
conditions.
Because of the rain making the rock slippery, instead
of climbing we trained in placing gear in the cracks of
a rock and taking them out. We learned about nuts,
hexes, cam, spring loading (a camming device), nut
keys, slings, bandoulieres, quick draws…
On our way back home early in the afternoon, we
took the opportunity to visit Tavistock, birth place of
Francis Drake, with its famous canal and abbey.

(which was created for this purpose at the origin) was
no more than one year old and that it doesn’t hurt at
all (!).
Wednesday the 29th
Fourth day of mist with a bit of sun rays. It was
decided it will be a calm one with Alice needing to
rest and study.
In the morning, some training on the indoor climbing
wall with Juline.
We did some warming exercises (stretching the neck
muscles, making circles around the articulations,
swinging arms across the chest, running around
and knees up) then Juline belayed her bear before
climbing herself.
We also studied seriously navigation with Tony.
In the afternoon, Tony, Andrew and Malcolm did
some navigation in a local walk while I went to
Tavistock with Juline to do some shopping and more
visiting.
Thursday the 30th
Another full day of mist. Direction the Dartmoor for
a big walk in the bog. We would not be defeated
by this apparently fatal weather as the light hearted
ambiance showed.

Alice and Andrew arrived at the train station in the
evening and we had a nice dinner all together.

This was the perfect condition to apply what we had
learnt with Tony about navigation, the art to take
information in order to go where we want to go.

Tuesday the 28th

Things we had learnt:

We came back to the Sheep’s Tor where we spent
the day. This time we could see it when we came out
of the van but the mist was still there and played all
around hide-and-seek with us, the sheep, the ponies,
the rocks and even some cows.

- There are three Norths(!): The true one (direction
of a Meridian of longitude converging on the North
Pole), the grid North (on the 2 dimensional maps
generally orientated vertically towards the North) and
the changing magnetic one (direction the compass
red hand points), which is linked with the changing
distribution of water and ice on Earth (I made my
research here). The declination angle between
the true North and the magnetic one is such at the
moment that we need to adjust between 1°16’ and
1°19’ to add “from the grid to the mag” or to get rid
“from the mag to the grid” (it rhymes).

Every one had a climb except Juline who played
jumping on rocks and building imaginary houses…
Some people made trad lead routes. I did my first
climb on a really big rock and my first undoing of
gears along a trad lead route.
We came back home in a dense mist.
In the evening, we learned how to apply something
that we discussed the previous evening: when poor
Alice cut her finger with a blender to make a nice
soup, Tony repaired the skin with super glue under
the approval and control of mum and nurse Becci.
We learned that it was safe as soon as the super glue

- England is divided by the Ordnance survey into
100km2 squares designated by two letters. They are
called grid squares and appear on maps in dotted
lines.
- The standard speed of someone walking with a
small backbag at a normal pace is 5km per hour

or 100m per mn. Knowing our personal pace (the
number of steps we need to make 100m) allows us to
measure distances with our steps. It’s like a personal
meter! Unfortunately right now I don’t remember
mine now! Just need more experience.
- Ticking features is essential to visualize our
way with orientating the map in the direction
corresponding to our position.
- The best compass is a flat bearing compass
including other features like a rule and a cord – which
combined help to measure the length of an itinerary.
Everyone left the car park with a compass and a map
of the Great Staple Tor and the Middle Staple Tor
surroundings under waterproof cover.
Split in two teams (female and male) we searched
for stone huts or their remainings in the middle of
beautiful landscape where wandered sheep, ponies
and cows here and there. The sun rays went through
the mist one or twice in a beautiful way. The quiet
race (that the women won) ended with the finding
of half-a-dozen large edible mushrooms that Tony
cooked for us in the evening with garlic. The second
team was welcomed at the van on the front window
by the skull of a young sheep we had found on the
way back near scattered sheep bones, large bits of
fur and… some fox poo. All the ingredients for an
animal detective story.
I really felt warmth in the group all along the walk
despite Alice and Juline got wet feet. On the way to
a local pub to warm up, we even stopped and visited
a possibly mystical pre-Roman misty place made out
of stone rows and standing stones that Becci had
located in the region in advance.
The day ended in watching the film called The Wild
Project, that aims to promote Nature in all possible
ways through the action of a father of two young
children.

Friday the 31st
The most beautiful sunny day despite being the
Halloween one. It was fortunately a climbing one in
the most enchanted surrounding of a Dewerstone
forest crossed by a dynamic river.
A bunch of cut flowers showed us first that the huge
vertical rocks were not without danger. While Tony
led a trad route, we carved a beautiful pumpkin for
the Halloween evening and had our picnic.
We ended in climbing 50m vertical rocks with Juline
at the head of a team of three with Becci and me.
After experiencing several hours like deer the forest
from inside filtering the sun rays, we attended from
the top of the rock bird view a beautiful whitish sunset
above an ocean of red-brown trees.
In the evening, we had the Halloween evening
party Juline was looking forward, with candles,
soup, handmade potatoes crips, blueberry cake
and Clairette de Die (for the grown-ups). We played
the game Intuition that Alice and Andrew won in an
incredible way and told a spooky story by improvising
in turn in a circle. It ended with the Mushroom song,
that Juline had made up during the Thursday walk
with Becci and that she sang loudly not on but under
the table and that says:
“There were four little mushrooms sitting on a tree
One fell off and bumped his knee
And then the other ones said ‘Hee hee hee…’
And there were only three little mushrooms.
Three little mushroom sitting on a tree
Two jumped off with lots of glee
Then the other one said ‘Be careful there!’
And fell off by his chair, yeah!”
The 1st of November was the day of the ride back
home that Becci did in a record time.
We left at 8.30am and arrived at 3pm.

u IOL South East conference,
Plumpton college
19th November
I went to a training day run at Plumpton College by
the Institute of Outdoor learning (IOL). They offered
small workshops across the day to give a taster of
some new learning which could be exciting for any
outdoor practitioner. The choices included; mountain
biking, natural navigation, climbing, adventure
therapy, managing challenging behaviour, bush
craft and bushido, forest schools, mountain training,
risk analysis, and South Downs management
update. You could only do three! As you can imagine
it was hard to choose, but I narrowed to down to
natural navigation (because I’m interested and quite
good at that), managing challenging behaviour during
outdoor learning (I was thinking of supporting our
work at adventure camp), and adventure therapy
which uses outdoor work to therapeutically help
people psychologically. First there was business – the
South East branch of IOL had their AGM.
AGM
There was a welcome speech and apologies then
the minutes of the last AGM were presented. The
chair made a report and spoke about how well the
region was doing to further CPD. The new officers
were elected which was simple as it was last year’s
officers. The same occurred with the committee.
Then they moved on to Any Other Business. This
was talking about the need for people to gain LP/AP/
RP qualifications. I was a bit lost here as it was full of
jargon about qualification I don’t know about, but the
gist was that the outdoors industry is being saturated
with people who have low level qualifications. To
progress in one’s career and to stand out to potential
employers, outdoor practitioner must very quickly be
doing the next level of qualifications.
There was then a talk from Tristan Gooley, who is an
expert in natural navigation, about his experiences
and career as an outdoor practitioner.
Workshop 1: Adventure therapy and practical
counselling by Martin Jordan from the University
of Brighton.
I chose this workshop for two reasons; my natural
interest in people, who we are, and how our life

experiences effect our behaviour and mental health
and my awareness that sometimes at Craggers
events, people may need psychological support,
because even though we may leave most of our lives
behind on an outdoor trip, the ‘stuff’ in our minds and
emotions can travel with us.
Martin wanted to give a short classroom session
before taking us outside to run a therapy session!
In the classroom he touched upon the definition of
adventure therapy, wilderness therapy, eco therapy
(which interestingly is an emerging field which
MIND has just written a report about), nature based
therapy, horticultural therapy, and counselling and
psychotherapy outdoors (which in the future people
will be able to get on prescription.).
There are lots of companies and organisations using
this approach which is now becoming underpinned in
science theory. The Outdoor Behaviour Healthcare
website is worth a look. Also www.ecotherapy.org.
The School of Lost Borders use a ‘rites of passage’
model to create a framework for youths to transition
to adulthood. This is a tradition used in more primitive
societies which we have lost in our ‘developed world’
society – think vision quests.
Therapeutic process
Participation - Just being in nature is healing and has
therapeutic value. Studies have shown that even 20
mins outside reduces the stress hormones in your
body! E.g. camping, climbing, bilking, gardening,
being by the sea, running.
Caplan and Caplan have a proposed a theory called,
“Attention Restoration Theory”. This means that just
being outdoors clears our minds from the business of
life i.e. work, family worries, media bombardment of
all kinds.
The countryside restores us!!
Projection - The therapeutic process we looked at on
the day involved projection. So this means an active
relationship between our inner and outer experience,

and using metaphor from the natural surroundings to
mirror our feelings and experiences.

Workshop 2: Natural Navigation by Tristan
Gooley.

Personal and existential processes – This mean
connecting to nature on a deep level emotionally,
developing a surer sense of oneself in relation to the
‘bigger picture’ i.e. where do I figure in the universe?
Connecting to the cycle of seasons to represent life
cycles i.e. winter = death, spring = birth etc. It enables
us to develop a sustainable identity which is rooted in
our connection to the nature experience.

Tristan Gooley finds his way outdoors by observing
natural signs in the environment all around. He
has written several books on the topic and runs full
workshops for people who would like to develop this
skill.

Outdoor therapy session – Yes I was a bit
nervous!!
We moved outdoors. Martin took us to the middle
of the field which was very wet and soggy. On the
ground he set up a compass wheel inspired by North
American native culture. Each point of the compass
represented a personality trait and a season. We
had to choose which the most resonant direction for
us was. Martin then invited us to take a 20 min walk
while holding in mind one problem whilst noticing
all the time how the environment made us feel and
linked to the problem.
So I chose North West. This is what I thought about
when I encountered natural obstacles without telling
you the nature of my problem.
XX Mud/water – it’s difficult to walk, I feel resistance
to looking at my problem and walking this stupid
walk.
XX Electric fence – there is danger ahead. I need to
find another path
XX Find the path lady! – I need to be intrepid with this
problem.

I did this workshop because I like the feeling of
integration I get by finding my way naturally, rather
than with a compass and map, which can leave me
feeling disconnected from the loveliness around me
outdoors, as I concentrate on bearings and pacing
and map features.
Tristan took us outside almost immediately and here
are the tips I picked up:
XX Check the day’s winds and clouds while you are
still orientated at the beginning of a journey.
XX First off – cheat madly until you really know what
you are doing! You will soon learn the clues by
heart.
XX Create a sound map in your mind of where you are
i.e. a busy road, a waterfall.
XX Follow existing paths - they are there for a reason.
You don’t have to reinvent the wheel by hacking
through undergrowth.
XX Start to understand the stars, sun, sky and
prevailing weather where you are.
XX The sun has fixed points in the day and across the
year. Find out where they are. i.e. Solstice points
in winter and summer.
XX There are 19 different ways to navigate with trees.

XX Danger sign – I notice suddenly I have lots of fear
inside.

XX Dogwood is always more red on the south side in
the Northern hemisphere.

XX Mushrooms – Hmm they are very cute but hey I’m
letting myself get distracted from my purpose.

XX Asymmetry of trees gives us a big clue. There are
more roots in the direction of the prevailing wind.
So here that is SW. The north sides of trees here
send branches straight up, not horizontally.

XX Into the woods – Hmm I’m alone here. It’s
uncomfortable being alone with my problem and
makes me feel worse about it.
XX Brambles – Can’t always find the way. It’s OK to
find another way.
XX End of the path – It’s OK to take stock and see
where I am. I notice I want there to be any easy
path.
It was quite a powerful session and I definitely felt
very calm afterward. This is something I would like to
learn more about in the future.

XX Phototropism is growth regulated by light. Leaves
in the sun are smaller and lighter, leaves in the
shade are bigger and darker.
XX IGNORE the moss; it’s an old wives tale. Lichens
are better.
XX Zantharia lichen on roof and walls gives us a
colour compass – North – there will be none.
South it is gold.
Workshop 3: Challenging behaviour.
Sadly I didn’t get to attend this workshop. It was
moved about due to other timetable issues.

It was to be about how to engage difficult clients in
an outdoor setting. I was thinking about the teenage
group at Blackland Farm when I signed for this one.
However the talk leader, Catherine Brennan,
catherinebrennan@releasingpotential.com, is from

Releasing Potential, which is a business in Havant,
so not far from Brighton. They run day sessions of
training. I think this may be a good one for someone
to attend in the future so we can best support the
young adults on our trips.

u Craggers walks in 2014

Sunday 29 Dec 2013 - Hove Seafront. Tracy and
Paul walked from the pier to the peace statue at Hove
seafront to blow out the winter cobwebs. Wheelchair
and pushchair friendly. Distance 1 mile. Time 40
minutes.
Sunday 26 January 2014 – Rottingdean to
Brighton Marina. Three adults and one 3 year
old dressed in head to toe waterproofs, walked
from Rottingdean Village to Brighton Marina along
the under cliff path. It was wet and windy but very
bracing. Smiles all round as we had a hot drink at the
marina! Distance 2.7 miles. Time 1 hour 30 mins.
Sunday 23 Feb – Preston Park. Two Craggers
walked round the park circuit a couple of times and
had tea in the rotunda. Lovely winter sunshine!
Wheelchair and pushchair friendly. Distance 2 miles.
Time 1 hour.
Friday 28 March - Queens Park. Craggers and
BUCFP joined up to provide a series of walks for
the spring. The first walk was from the Unemployed
Families Centre to Queens Park and round the park.
A group of about 10 came along. Distance 1 mile.
Time 1 hour.
Friday 11 April – Queens Park. A repeat of the
Queens Park walk. Another group of about 10 went
and walked around the circumference of the park
and enjoyed the spring flowers. Wheel chair and
pushchair friendly. Distance 1 mile. Time 1 hour.
Friday 9 May – Woodingdean to the Southdowns
circular. BUCFP and Craggers joined together
for this walk. It was a lovely sunny day, 4 adults
were lead on this walk by Richard Ince who is an

experienced Health Walks leader. The walk passed
down up and down over some secluded valleys on
mixed terrain. It was very secluded and relaxing
Distance 4 miles. Time 3 hours 30 mins.
Friday 16 May – Tarner history walk. Lead
by Richard Ince again, this short local walk was
crammed full of information about the people and
buildings of the Tarner area of Brighton in times gone
by. About 20 people – adults and children joined
this walk which was run by BUCFP. Wheelchair and
pushchair friendly. Distance half a mile. Time 1 hour.
Friday 23 May – Stanmer Park Earthship eco
house. BUCFP ran a day out to visit the Earthship
eco house in Stammer Park. A large group, about 25
people, caught the bus to the entrance of Stammer
Park and walked up to the eco house. It was a
gorgeous sunny day and BUCFP provided food
and drink when we got there. The eco house was
amazing to see, built from recycled materials and
using sustainable energy for water, heat and light.
Wheelchair and pushchair friendly. Distance 2 miles.
Time All day.
Friday 30 May – Wild food walk Hailsham.
Craggers lead a wild food foraging walk on the
Cuckoo Trail. Wheelchair and pushchair friendly.
(See separate report in above) Distance 2 miles Time
2 hours.
Friday 6 June – Chanctonbury Ring, West
Sussex. Lead by Richard Ince. Craggers and BUCFP
organised this walk up the side of the South Downs
to the Iron Age fort of Chanctonbury ring. Four
adults took part on what was the most perfect sunny

summer’s day. Views in every direction from the top.
Mixed terrain. Distance 2.8 miles Time 2 hours.
Friday 5 September – Wild food woodland walk,
Hailsham. A planning walk to get ready to lead the
group.
Saturday 27 September - Wild food woodland
walk, Hailsham. Craggers led an Autumn wild food
foraging walk in some woods near Hailsham. We
were joined by four adults and six children for this
fungi spotting extravaganza! Mixed terrain. (See
separate report above). Distance 2.5 miles Time 3
hours.

Tuesday 30 September – Wild food walk,
Hailsham woods. A repeat of the previous walk.
Craggers were joined by another group of parents
and children on a beautiful sunny autumn day.
Distance 2.5 miles. Time 3 hours.
Sunday 7 December – Winter walk from Falmer to
the Southdowns. Two members of Craggers went
on this walk, starting in the rain to end up in bright
winter sun. Mixed terrain. Distance 4 miles. Time 3
hours.

